your style
A stylish
life
Long Island
luxury
Get the Long Island
look of laidback luxury
without the hefty price
tag with La Maison
Travellers Collection.
Manhattan mirrors
$399 and $599, Orient
Bay armchair $419,
commode $1,099
and bedside $689.
lamaison.net.au

hamptonsheaven

Want to feel like you’re permanently on holidays in
the Hamptons? Makeover your bedroom in a style that’s
comfortable and classic with a coastal twist.
By Luisa Volpato.
Sink into it
The Classic Club armchair is
an American legend. Choose a
neutral fabric with contrasting
piping and feather and fibre
blend cushions for both a comfy
look and feel. From $3,545.
cocorepublic.com.au

Bright idea
Add a little island quirkiness, coastal
chic or sophisticated style to your
room with these statement bedside
lamps. Bermuda lamp with white
shade, $520, from hamptonsstyle.
com.au. Bubbles lamp with blue
and white hand painted ceramic base
with white linen shade, $345, and
Timothy Oulton Rope Coil lamp
with hemp sand shade, $745, both
from cocorepublic.com.au
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Vanessa Holden
Creative
director,
West Elm
westelm.com.au

Style motto: Love it? Live it.
Must -have: Secret storage pieces. I’m

incredibly sentimental and find it hard to
part with all types of things. Right now, I’m
coveting the range of storage units in our
Patchwork collection. The seven different
finishes – six different warm wood tones
in a lo-gloss white case – mean that it will
look good placed where you want it today,
and will still work in other spaces and with
other furniture in the future. It’s a fall-inlove-forever piece.

Inspiration: I look for inspiration for
the home in places that make me feel most
at home. Interesting details discovered
in boutiques, hotels and restaurants can
easily translate to interior spaces. In terms
of colour and finish inspiration, there’s
so much to find in places we respond to
emotionally. If you have a favourite piece
of clothing or an outfit you love there’s
probably great colour inspiration in that
too: you just need to look closely.

Colour and
pattern
Bring a little bit of the
seaside inside with these
scatter cushions
in nautical colours
and coral patterns.
Coral Chain stitch
embroidered wool
cushion, $117, Rangoon
floral, $69, and stripe
linen print, $55.
linenmoore.com.au
Head and tail
The Juliette bed
ottoman perfectly
compliments any
Hamptons style bedframe
or bedhead with its
simple lines, tapered legs,
exposed antique white
frame and taupe linen
upholstery. $362.50.
townandcountrystyle.
com.au

Fab find: I’m always on the hunt for

the Franco Albini stool, designed in 1951.
Subtly ethnic and quietly organic, with a
relaxed but sophisticated silhouette, I keep
an eye out for it on eBay and Etsy.

On trend now: Tonal, layered texture
brings a new indulgence to the bed. Softly
washed linens, chunkier knits, organic
cotton sheeting and a print on a pillow or
a duvet. There’s no better way to express
your style right than playing with pattern.
Mix honeycombs, chain motifs, stripes,
chevrons, small and large geometrics
and solids in your own way. Unique
handcrafted pieces like Haitian papiermâché pieces, hand loomed rugs or hand
blocked Indian textiles or Senegalese baskets
bring whimsy to the world at home.
US homewares stores – West Elm,
Williams-Sonoma, Pottery Barn
and Pottery Barn Kids – opened in
Bondi Junction, Sydney in May. West
Elm will open on Chapel Street in
Melbourne in September this year.

Rug up
For chilly evenings or for a pop of colour, you can never
have too many throws. Choose from the Favourite, Striped
Favourite and Sunset ranges, a steal at only $39 to $69. Being
100% acrylic they’re super-soft and warm. westelm.com.au

{ Luisa Volpato is an interior stylist and style writer. luisavolpato.com.au }
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